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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
This project was created to provide more insight into the positive effects of teaching 
social skills to elementary-aged students. With that, this project was created to offer assistance to 
educators due to the lack of time during the day. The purpose was to define social skills, discuss 
necessary skills to teach students, and finally, different strategies of teaching the skills. It also 
discusses the individuals and groups that benefit when positive social skills are taught to young 
children. It is all in one place for teachers to browse and implement in their daily instruction. My 
research question is: ​How can educators successfully implement social skills with 
elementary-aged students to increase their overall achievement?​ The project is focused on the 
importance of implementing social skills to elementary-aged students as well as a resource for 
teachers that do not know where to start or what to implement.  
Much of this project was inspired by my work in an elementary school setting in an urban 
city. I had daily experiences with students that did not have the specific skills to cope with 
emotions. I have seen first-hand that the students in my classroom, as well as other students in 
the building, could benefit from explicit social skill instruction in order to succeed in academics 
and peer relationships. I also have spoken to numerous educators about this issue and many times 
heard the response that there was not enough time in the day to teach explicit social skills. The 
educators barely had enough time for the core subjects such as math, reading, and writing.  
I realized that this subject was important in schools and I wanted to create a project to 
help educators realize the importance of teaching social skills to the students in his or her 
classroom. I wanted one resource that was not overwhelming with research but provided enough 
so that teachers saw the importance.  
The project created was a website with all of the relevant information. The website has 
the following pages: 
● Home 
● What Are Social Skills? 
● Necessary Skills 
● Delivery Methods & Strategies 
● Community Benefits 
● References 
All of these pages cover the research discovered in the capstone paper. These pages will give 
educators quick information about how social skills are defined, which skills are necessary for 
students to have, the different ways to teach those skills, and who benefits from the students 
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